CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion
Based on the data analysis, the researcher finds that there is a significant effect of applying RAP Strategy on students’ reading comprehension in reading analytical exposition text. This is supported by the result of data analysis in which t-observed (5.36) is higher than t-table (1.994) at the 0.05 level of significance. The researcher concludes that the students’ achievements that were taught by using RAP Strategy is higher than that were taught by using conventional strategy. Therefore, alternative hypothesis (Ha) is accepted and null hypothesis (H0) is rejected.

B. Suggestions
Based on the finding and conclusion, some suggestions are stated for:

1. English teachers to apply RAP Strategy as reading strategy in comprehending texts, especially analytical exposition text because it is proved able to improve students’ achievement in reading comprehension

2. Students to use RAP Strategy in helping them to improve their reading comprehension.

3. Other researchers who want to conduct study related to reading comprehension by applying RAP Strategy to see its effectiveness toward other kinds of text genre.